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https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgS1osl-eTBbDEW3p  QUESTION 21VXLAN can be leveraged with which protocol for

intercloud fabric connectivity? A.    DTLSB.    TLSC.    UDPD.    TCP Answer: B QUESTION 22If an administrator were to delete

a VM in the Intercloud Fabric provider portal, what would be the expected behavior? A.    VM deletion in the cloud provider portal

is not an available feature.B.    The Cisco Intercloud Fabric GUI does not reflect the change; the provider portal reflects the change.

C.    The Cisco Intercloud Fabric GUI will immediately reflect the change.D.    The VM can only be deleted from the provider

portal. Answer: B QUESTION 23Which two statements are true regarding port-profiles and the Cisco Intercloud Fabric virtual

machine? (Choose two.) A.    All port profiles required for creating the Cisco Intercloud Network Policies must be created using

Intercloud Fabric.B.    Trunk ports are supported in the cloud virtual machines.C.    All port profiles required for deploying a virtual

machine must be created using the Cisco Intercloud Fabric.D.    Trunk ports are supported in virtual machines that will be migrated

to the cloud. Answer: AC QUESTION 24Which is a requirement before migrating from the Cisco Intercloud Fabric Cloud to the

private cloud? A.    Create an application category policy.B.    Add the resource pool to the default computing policy.C.    Add a

migration policy to the private cloud.D.    Create a virtual data center in the private cloud as an admin user. Answer: B QUESTION

25A cloud administrator is creating a port profile for the Cisco Intercloud Fabric Firewall. When is the Enable for Services check

box appropriate? A.    when creating data or management port profilesB.    when the port profile is applicable to a cloud VMC.   

when enabling IP binding learning on the Cisco Intercloud Fabric SwitchD.    when creating a new service node Answer: B

QUESTION 26Which GUI interface must be leveraged to configure compute security profiles? A.    Intercloud Fabric FirewallB.   

Prime Network Services ControllerC.    Intercloud Fabric RouterD.    Cisco Intercloud Fabric Agent Answer: B QUESTION 27

When instantiating the Cisco Intercloud Fabric Router, what is the minimum number and type of interfaces required? A.    one

management interface and four subinterfacesB.    two management interface and two subinterfacesC.    two management interface

and four subinterfacesD.    one management interface and two subinterfaces Answer: D QUESTION 28What condition must be met

when configuring a Cisco Intercloud Fabric Router for dynamic NAT and adding a rule? A.    Configure the source IP PAT pool.B.  

 Enable the round-robin IP feature.C.    Use the prefix source condition and an IP pool that contains the public addresses accessible

by the provider cloud.D.    Enable the bidirectional feature. Answer: C QUESTION 29Which five items are required to deploy a VM

in a hybrid cloud environment using the Cisco Intercloud Fabric? (Choose five.) A.    catalog for the templateB.    policiesC.   

templateD.    VDCE.    port profilesF.    trunk portsG.    port groupsH.    cloud nameI.    static IP poolJ.    service request Answer:

ABCDJ QUESTION 30After creating a service request for VM provisioning in the Intercloud Fabric, what is the timeline for

approval? A.    immediate approval or scheduled approval within a maximum of 90 days from original requestB.    30-day approval

from original requestC.    scheduled approval within a maximum of 120 days from original requestD.    120-day approval from

original request Answer: A   !!!RECOMMEND!!!   1.Braindump2go|2016/12 New 300-470 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 60Q&As
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